INCOSE CANADA CHAPTER PRESENTS

“MODERN CHALLENGES IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING”

Keynote Speaker

DR. DON GELOSH
Director, Systems Engineering at Worcester Polytechnic Institute

“Professional Development of the 21st Century Systems Engineers”

PROGRAMME

Speakers on Systems Engineering Topics from Industry, Government & Academia

09:00 to 12:00 Plenary Sessions (Theatre B):
• INCOSE Canada Vision: Mr. Denis Bertrand, President INCOSE Canada
• SE Vision 2025: Dr. Barclay Brown, IBM & INCOSE Director for the Americas
• Cyber Security Requirements: Mr. Mark Jennings, DND
• Integrated Virtual Battlespace, a System of Systems: Mr. John Brennan, CAE

12:10 to 13:00 Lunch (included in fees)

13:00 to 14:35 Four Tracks (need to choose track when registering):
• Workforce: Accelerated Learning by Dr Don Gelosh and M. Greg Donald, GDC - Track #1 Chair: Denis Bertrand, pres. INCOSE Canada
• SE Modelling by Dr Barclay Brown, IBM and Dr. Ronald Houde, MSS - Track #2 Chair: Karim Baamar, DND
• System Life Cycle Best Practices by David Morris, DND and Eric Marcotte, Bombardier - Track #3 Chair: Ambrose Chiu, IBM
• Analyzing Complexity by Dr Claude Lapore and L.Clement, Fiona Wright, Lansdowne Technologies - Track #4 chair: Andrew Oldershaw

14:35 – 15:30 Closing (Theatre B): Denis Bertrand and Waldemar Boris, DND

15:30 – 17:00 Open Discussions, Networking, and Refreshments

PROGRAMME DETAILS: HTTP://INCOSECANADA.WEEBLY.COM/

For more information about this event contact: denis.bertrand@forces.gc.ca; karim.baamar@forces.gc.ca; michaelsepa@gmail.com; monika_dinesh@yahoo.com; gibbonsteve1@gmail.com; andrew.Oldershaw@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca; or go to website.